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QUESTION 1

You are designing an Azure Stream Analytics solution that will analyze Twitter data. 

You need to count the tweets in each 10-second window. The solution must ensure that each tweet is counted only
once. 

Solution: You use a tumbling window, and you set the window size to 10 seconds. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Tumbling windows are a series of fixed-sized, non-overlapping and contiguous time intervals. The following diagram
illustrates a stream with a series of events and how they are mapped into 10-second tumbling windows. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream-analytics-query/tumbling-window-azure-stream-analytics 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing an Azure Databricks table. The table will ingest an average of 20 million streaming events per day. 
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You need to persist the events in the table for use in incremental load pipeline jobs in Azure Databricks. The solution
must minimize storage costs and incremental load times. 

What should you include in the solution? 

A. Partition by DateTime fields. 

B. Sink to Azure Queue storage. 

C. Include a watermark column. 

D. Use a JSON format for physical data storage. 

Correct Answer: B 

A. Partition by DataTime field 

Each partition will generate a file. Loading latency may reduce, but feel storage cost will increase because generate
more folders and files for different partition. Is it right??? 

B. Sink to Azure Queue Storage. 

Read this document. Spark table files are stored in DBFS. Mount Azure Blob storage containers to Databricks File
System (DBFS). If The Databricks ABS-AQS provides these two benefits, sounds like it is a correct answer. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databricks/spark/latest/structured-streaming/aqs 

C. Include a watermark column: For sure it is not correct 

Watermarks define how long your aggregate should wait around for data delay. 

D. User a Json format for physical data storage. - ??? 

Don\\'t find any documents to compare physical data storage of JSON, CSV, and Parquet. 

The Databricks ABS-AQS connector uses Azure Queue Storage (AQS) to provide an optimized file source that lets you
find new files written to an Azure Blob storage (ABS) container without repeatedly listing all of the files. This provides
two major advantages: 

1. 

Lower latency: no need to list nested directory structures on ABS, which is slow and resource intensive. 

2. 

Lower costs: no more costly LIST API requests made to ABS. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databricks/spark/latest/structured-streaming/aqs 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure data solution that contains an enterprise data warehouse in Azure Synapse Analytics named DW1. 

Several users execute ad hoc queries to DW1 concurrently. 
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You regularly perform automated data loads to DW1. 

You need to ensure that the automated data loads have enough memory available to complete quickly and successfully
when the adhoc queries run. 

What should you do? 

A. Hash distribute the large fact tables in DW1 before performing the automated data loads. 

B. Assign a smaller resource class to the automated data load queries. 

C. Assign a larger resource class to the automated data load queries. 

D. Create sampled statistics for every column in each table of DW1. 

Correct Answer: C 

The performance capacity of a query is determined by the user\\'s resource class. Resource classes are pre-determined
resource limits in Synapse SQL pool that govern compute resources and concurrency for query execution. Resource
classes can help you configure resources for your queries by setting limits on the number of queries that run
concurrently and on the compute-resources assigned to each query. There\\'s a trade-off between memory and
concurrency. 

Smaller resource classes reduce the maximum memory per query, but increase concurrency. Larger resource classes
increase the maximum memory per query, but reduce concurrency. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/resource-classes-for-
workload-management 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Data Factory pipeline that has the activity shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You are processing streaming data from vehicles that pass through a toll booth. 

You need to use Azure Stream Analytics to return the license plate, vehicle make, and hour the last vehicle passed
during each 10-minute window. 

How should you complete the query? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: MAX The first step on the query finds the maximum time stamp in 10-minute windows, that is the time stamp of
the last event for that window. The second step joins the results of the first query with the original stream to find the
event that match the last time stamps in each window. 

Query: WITH LastInWindow AS (

 SELECT MAX(Time) AS LastEventTime FROM Input TIMESTAMP BY Time GROUP BY TumblingWindow(minute, 10)
) 

SELECT Input.License_plate, Input.Make, Input.Time 

FROM Input TIMESTAMP BY Time INNER JOIN LastInWindow ON DATEDIFF(minute, Input, LastInWindow)
BETWEEN 0 AND 10 AND Input.Time = LastInWindow.LastEventTime 

Box 2: TumblingWindow 

Tumbling windows are a series of fixed-sized, non-overlapping and contiguous time intervals. 
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Box 3: DATEDIFF 

DATEDIFF is a date-specific function that compares and returns the time difference between two DateTime fields, for
more information, refer to date functions. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream-analytics-query/tumbling-window-azure-stream-analytics 
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